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Aposema
Exploring communication in an 
apathetic future 
The Bartlett, M. Arch Thesis // 2017
Instructors | Arch. Ruairi Glynn & Yuri Suzuki

Aposema is presented by the following films:
Technical Film
Concept Film
Inflation Demo Film
Augmented Reality Demo Film

Aposema is a wearable device that speculates 
on a near future scenario in which natural 
human face perception abilities have been 
compromised. 

In this world, everyone wears a device on their 
face that reads facial expressions and guides 
social interaction. 

The device is comprised of three elements: the 
first is the sensory input from the face muscles, 
followed by a data analysis. The second 
part is the physical output, a soft robotic 
colored inflation pattern. The colors represent 
the emotions corresponding to the facial 
expression, and the form change represents 
the emotional intensity. The third element is 
an augmented reality layer that provides a 
decrypted emotional analysis to help guide 
interaction. Aposema is a silicone personally 
customized device cast in 3D printed molds 
with incorporated electronics. 

This design is proposed as a critical object 
and a provocation responding to the changing 
nature of relationships in the digital age.

Aposema | M. Arch ThesisApsema: photo from concept film

Apsema: photo from concept film

Apsema: photo from concept film

Apsema: photo from concept film

https://vimeo.com/233908591
https://vimeo.com/233970865
https://vimeo.com/230818620
https://vimeo.com/232536340


Inflation by 
Muscle Sensors
Reading facial expressions 
and inflating accordingly.

Augmented 
Reality Layer
The device scans and 
recognises the inflation 
patterns, decrypts the 
information and presents it.

Design Concept
Aposema reads facial expressions and analyses emotional states to 
guide social interactions. It is comprised of three parts; the first part 
is the sensing part, the input. A system inside the device, comprised 
of a programmed micro controller and biometric sensors read the 
facial expression and integrates it with other sources of personal data 
about the user. The device then creates an analysis aimed at replacing 
the natural process of face perception; the second part is presenting 
the information on the façade of the device. The encrypted analyzed 
information is presented in the form of a soft robotic colored pattern; 
when the person wearing the device encounters other people, the third 
part comes into action, the decryption: the device decrypts the soft 
robotic patterns on devices worn by others. An overlay of augmented 
reality viewed through a lens incorporated within the device provides 
the wearer with a decrypted analysis of other devices around them, 
which enables and enhances interpersonal understanding. The three 
elements of the device form a system meant to compensate for the loss 
of ability to read facial expressions.

Aposema | M. Arch Thesis

Photo from augmented reality demo film

Photo from augmented reality demo film

Photo from augmented reality demo film

Photo from inflation by sensors film

Photo from Inflation Demo Film

Photo from inflation by sensors film

Photo from inflation by sensors film

https://vimeo.com/232536340
https://vimeo.com/232536340
https://vimeo.com/232536340
https://vimeo.com/216810065
https://vimeo.com/230818620
https://vimeo.com/216810065
https://vimeo.com/216810065


Fabrication Process
The process began with creating a scan of the wearer 
for optimal personal customization. The device was 
digitally modeled using parametric tools to guide the 
pattern design. We 3D printed a series of molds and 
cast the device. A circuit was designed and a micro-
controller was programmed to sense facial muscles 
and translate them into physical and digital outputs.
Learn more here.

Augmented 
Reality Lens

Soft Robotic 
Encrypted
Information

The Fabrication 
of Each Device 
Requires 4 Molds: 
2 Molds per 
Silicone Layer

Design Iterations
We designed and fabricated 
several iterations that vary in 
shape, pattern and techniques.

Aposema | M. Arch Thesis

AR Decrypted Information

https://www.instructables.com/id/APOSEMA/


Soft Robotic Research
Experimenting with material qualities 
and behaviors of silicone soft robots.

watch video here watch video here Ecoflex 00-30

Ecoflex 00-50

Aposema | M. Arch Thesis

watch video here

https://vimeo.com/222371633
https://vimeo.com/222085504
https://vimeo.com/216884872


      Han Shakai 
Workshop project // The Bartlett // 2017
Han Shakai is the Japanese phrase for Anti- 

Social. This head piece is designed to prevent 
communication when the wearer is face to 
face with “the wrong person” according to 
predetermined conditions controlled by power 
holders. The Design poses a critic of the grip 
that parties of interest may hold over our social 
interactions through means of networked 
technologies. Watch video here.

Mode A
No social interaction OR
approved interaction

Mode B 
Notification for 
reccomended interaction

Mode C 
Time limit exceeded OR 
forbidden interaction

Han Shakai | M. Arch WorkshopPhoto from project film

Photo from project film

Photo from project film

Photo from project film

https://vimeo.com/188568602
https://vimeo.com/188568602
https://vimeo.com/188568602
https://vimeo.com/188568602
https://vimeo.com/188568602


 Golem
Workshop project // The Bartlett  // 2017

The golem is a pneumatic robot, a movable structure that uses an air pump 
to move around, walking on its three legs. It is constructed of a triangulated 
body and three pyramid-like legs. Each leg is attached to the body using a 
rubber band and an air muscle, enabling the legs to lift up, onWe at a time. 
Watch concept film here and ‘making of’ film here.

Step 1 //  Body Step 2 // Body Step 3 // Legs Step 4 // Legs Step 5 // Air Muscles
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Golem | M. Arch Workshop

Photo from Golem film

https://vimeo.com/230520521
https://vimeo.com/230521994
https://vimeo.com/230520521
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Ultra Hotel
Interior design for boutique hotel // 78 Hayarkon Street, Tel Aviv 
Oded Eavri Architects // 2015-2016

Role | Interior design of hotel rooms and lounge area. Parametric design for 
lounge area including 3D modeling, rendering, construction drawings as well as 
communication with consultants and providers. http://www.ultra-hotels.com/

Hotel lounge | view from east
Photo: Ultra Hotel

Hotel lounge | view from south
Photo: Ultra Hotel

http://www.ultra-hotels.com/


Connect 
With Me
Sculptural art installation for solo 
exhibition at Von Barth Gallery, Basel 
Superflex // 2018

Role | Conceptual design development, 
3D modelling, rendering.

Connect With Me is a series of sculptural 
works. Five abstract blue steel objects each 
have a certain viewpoint in which they appear 
as graphs. The graphs depict segments of 
the fluctuating value of Bitcoin during an 18 
month period which contained the largest peak 
of value so far.

In a paradoxical way, Connect With Me 
translates the intangible substance of 
cryptocurrencies into sculptures by giving form 
to the only non-metaphorical image we have 
of them: Progress over time. When initially 
viewed, the sculptures present themselves as 
modernist, minimal art objects. Seen from a 
bird’s-eye view the motive reveals itself as an 
image familiar from the world of economics.

The title suggests a personal invitation to join, 
to connect, to participate, but by whom and to 
what remain unclear. As an altered version of 
the slogan of a private bank, it underlines the 
suggestive language of capitalism, and how 
we simultaneously experience intimacy as well 
as a commodified reality every day. Perhaps it 
is an invitation to a future dream of utopian 
freedom, perhaps to a capitalistic nightmare. 
Perhaps to both at the same time.
https://superflex.net/tools/connect_with_me/

Photo: Ben Koechlin. Courtesy von Bartha, Basel

Photo: Ben Koechlin. Courtesy von Bartha, Basel

Photo: Ben Koechlin. Courtesy von Bartha, Basel

Photo: Ben Koechlin. Courtesy von Bartha, Basel

Superflex | Professional Work

https://superflex.net/tools/connect_with_me/ 


Investment 
Bank 
Flowerpots
Sculptural art installation at Kunsthalle 
Mannheim, Germany
Superflex // 2018

Role | Fabricating 2nd edition of installation: 
computational modelling, 3D printing, fabricating, 
planting, directing and maintaining hallucinogenic 
plants live archive of the studio.

Investment Bank Flowerpots are models of the 
corporate headquarters buildings operated 
by twenty of the world’s largest investment 
banks. Each model serves as flowerpots for 
hallucinogenic plants. The largest twenty 
banks include GoldmanSachs, Deutsche Bank, 
CitiGroup and JPMorgan Chase. Among the 
plants growing from the models are Peyote and 
San Pedro cacti containing mescaline as well 
as Cannabis plants containing marijuana.

The combination of bank and plant forms the 
title of each work, for example, Investment 
Bank Flowerpots/ Deutsche Bank Marijuana.

https://superflex.net/tools/investment_bank_
flowerpots/search

 Deutsche Bank / Cannabis Sativa
Photo: Superflex

 Barclays
Photo: Superflex

Installation at Von Bartha, Basel
Photo: Andreas Zimmermann 

Superflex | Professional Work

https://superflex.net/tools/investment_bank_flowerpots/search
https://superflex.net/tools/investment_bank_flowerpots/search


Of Other Spaces 
in Acre
Tel Aviv University B.Arch Thesis // 2016
Instructor | Arch. Tal Amir

This project explores Acre. 
Acre is one of the few ethnically 
mixed cities in Israel, yet it is 
extremely segregated. It is one of 
the most ancient cities in the world, 
with evidence of human habitation 
dating back to the Early Bronze Age, 
through a crusaders settlement, 
up to these days. My project seeks 
to explore the causes for the city's 
dysfunctional and seemingly forced 
urban forms, in order to speculate on 
a healthier spatial organization. 

Political agendas have caused Acre 
to be socially deprived for decades, 
suffering from unemployment and 
poverty. Today, the city is a peripheral 
suburb, and its residents are fleeing. 
Both the Lack of resistance by the 
residents, and the low value of land, 
allowed for the formation of the city 
as an accumulation of what I call 
disintegrated enclaves. 

Analysis
     Physically closed
     Partially closed
     Mentally closed

Existing Disciplinary Sites 
  Too close together
  Foot print too large
  Disintegrated with urban fabric

Of Other Spaces in Acre | B. Arch Final Thesis

Closed
Open
Partially open

Proposed
Opening sites
Seperating sites from 
one another. 
Dividing large Sites into 
several small ones.

Following Michel Foucault’s term 
disciplinary mechanisms1, I use the 
term Disciplinary sites to describe 
sites which are using surveillance 
as an apparatus of power over dis-
empowered communities. Those sites 
are separated from their environment 
by walls or fences, and have a limited 
number of entries that are also under 
surveillance and control.  

Disciplinary sites are necessary to 
maintain social order. However, the 
most important thing about them is 
their relation to their surroundings.  
Acre's enclaves are extremely 
disintegrated with their surroundings. 
They disassemble the city. I propose 
a methodology of opening up 
these metaphorically and physically 
enclosed enclaves, to create seamless 
continuity throughout the city.

1 Foucault, Michel., 1977, Discipline 
and punish: The birth of the prison. Vintage  



By penetrating these sites, these 
proposed interventions will open 
up the enclaves to the public 
and create connectivity and 
continuity throughout the city.

Acre with proposed urban farming net. Closeup on intervention points in a boarding school, juvenile delinquent 
correctional facility and closed institution for the mentally disabled. Of Other Spaces in Acre | B. Arch Final Thesis



Open Partially OpenClosed

Of Other Spaces in Acre | B. Arch Final Thesis

Food Security Green Spaces Clean Air Good Health

Urban farming as an answer for a basic necessity, relatable for all communities residing in Acre's enclaves. 
Growing edible produce creates common grounds and a chance for developing community life and inter 
personal connections.

Methodological opening up of Acre's enclosed enclaves.

Partially open

Partially open

Open

Open

Closed

Closed



Roof Plan Ground Plan

Of Other Spaces in Acre | B. Arch Final Thesis

Of Other Spaces in Acre | B. Arch Final Thesis



Repetition as Traces of Time 
This project attempts to undermine the convention 
of the living space. Using pictures taken from 
top view and following David Hockney’s collage 
technique; these compositions challenge the 
conventional perception of space and time 
through disassembly, reassembly and distortion of 
the recorded living spaces. They reveal that walls 
are perceived as voids. This led to deconstructing 
an existing living space according to its sections, 
and rethinking it on a building scale and on a 
residential unit scale.

Morning

In use

Not in use

MorningEvening Evening

Afternoon

Afternoon

Void-Sequence
Tel Aviv University // 3rd Year Spring Semester // 2014
Instructors | Arch. Dafna Matok & Arch. Leonardo Kelijman 

Analysis of a residential unit throughout the day.Representation of a residential unit as experienced by inhabitant.

Original Sections Rearranged Manipulated

Void- Sequence 3rd year | Spring Semester 



The void as a generator of a new living space
*Rendering made with Rhino + V-Ray, Phothoshop

Void- Sequence 3rd year | Spring Semester 

Model  
Scale | 1:100 
Size | 60X30X25 cm 
Material | Acrylic



La Durée 4th year | Fall Semester

La Durée
Tel Aviv University // 4th Year Fall Semester 
2015 //  Instructor | Dr. Eran Neuman

La Durée; a term coined in 1913 by French philosopher 
Henri Bergson, refers to the subjective experience, rather 
than the objective definition, of time.  In order to grasp 
time, our mind sees states as "side by side" or sequential. 
True change can only be grasped by intuition . La Durée 
is a consciousness, which could only be achieved 
through mobility, dynamic flow and multiplicity. 
Watch film here.

Experimenting with Digital Fabrication and Video Mapping.

https://vimeo.com/249321873


La Durée 4th year | Fall Semester An exploration of multiplicity and simultaneity.



ARTIC Activation
Concept design for transit center 
renovation, Anaheim, California 
Populous // 2018-2019

Role | Lead designer: concept development, 
interview presentations, 3D modeling, drawings for 
pricing, participation in client meetings. 

As part of a proposed master plan for 
Anaheim, California, Populous was assigned 
with re-purposing and activating the award 
winning building of Anaheim Regional 
Transportation Intermodal Center. We 
proposed a renovation and activation plan 
for the building as a multi-purpose space that 
includes a live sports bar, an E-Gaming venue 
and a live site for the 2028 Olympic Games.

Level 1: Live Sports Bar
1,224 PPL (17 SF/Person) 

FOH Area: 20,815 GSF

ARTIC | Proposal for Reactivation
*Diagram made with Rhino + V-Ray, Phothoshop

Level 3: Lounge Seating
594 PPL (17 SF/Person)

FOH Area: 10,111 GSF

1/8”=1’-0”

ARTIC CENTER RENOVATION
LEVEL 3: BANQUET

60’30’20’10’

Level 2: Sports Bar & E-Gaming
728 PPL (17 SF/Person)

FOH Area: 20,815 GSF

Populous | Professional Work



L.A. Convention 
Center 
Concept & schematic design for 
building expansion and renovation, 
Los Angeles, California 
Populous // 2018-2019

Role | Lead designer of a proposed three-level 
tall north-facing lobby & meeting rooms building 
(20,000 SF) as well as a pedestrian bridge to the 
nearby Marriott hotel, working with technical team 
on construction feasibility, design drawings, 3D 
modeling, concept presentation.

L.A. convention center expansion in downtown 
Los Angeles will include two new lobbies, a 
new multipurpose room and meeting room 
spaces. 

LEVEL 232’

LEVEL 245’

RECAP|PROJECT SCOPE
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Figueroa Street LA Live Campus

Staples Center

Venice Garage JW Marriott

New Exhibit Hall: 190,000 SF

New Meeting Space: 55,000 SF

 New Multipurpose Space: 95,000 SF

LOS ANGELES 
CONVENTION CENTER EXPANSION

LACC CAMPUS PROGRAM
- Total Contiguous Exhibition Space Increases to Approximately 750,000 SF (Total of 910,000 SF of Exhibit Space)
- Total Meeting Room Space Increases to Approximately 205,000 SF and 90+ Rooms.
- New Upper Multipurpose Hall of Approximately 95,000 SF (For Exhibits or Divisible into 40 Meeting Rooms)
- Total Usable LACC Space With Proposed Expansion:  APPROXIMATELY 1,210,000 SF

Expanded LA Live Way 
Parking Garage

New Georgia Street Entry
Elevated Connection To Hotel

JW Marriott Hotel Expansion:
850 Rooms
109,700 SF Meeting Space
Including a 51,300 SF Ballroom

Pedestrian Circulation

Loading Circulation

Car Circulation

Exterior Terrace

LEVEL 267’

Populous | Professional Work

North Lobby Circulation
*Diagram made with Rhino, Lumion, 
Phothoshop, Illustrator


